I. INTRODUCTION Most work in solid-state diffusion with diffusant plated on a surface considers only Gaussian concentr ation profiles c(x, t) = [S, /(mDt) ' ']e "' ' ', where 8, is the thickness of diffusant initially plated on the surface of the specimen, D is the diffusivity, and c(x, t) is atomic fraction of the diffusant at (x, t). This expression is appropriate if the diffusion anneal is long compared to mSo2/4Dc'" where c, is the solubility of the diffusant. "'
In some systems, this condition cannot be met. For example, in the study of the diffusion of zinc into lead, "' it was found that surface oxidation led to back-diffusion and "humped" concentration profiles, rather than Gaussian profiles, for long diffusion times. In 
The present work was undertaken in order to study these diffusion processes in a microscopically-motivated model which correctly includes the effects of surface chemical reactions as well as diffusion for arbitrarily short or long times. dt n a' (8) where K is taken to be constant [and The time t, is defined by 2 C(()= -' -rr(-rr e'r'ar(c((/r)'Ia-(+ ((/r)' ').
When there is no surface reaction, K=O, and when t, » r, we obtain from Eqs. (13) and (15), (t+ t tl)) /2
x e" /' erfc(t'/7')' '. (21) The function g(x, t t,}is close-ly related to the integral obtained by Malkovich' for c(x, t) when t, &t, namely, c"(g, )=-' (e"e r( y ' ) dy. surface layer of diffusant is depleted, just as one expects. However, after the surface layer is depleted, at times t & t, + r, the solution is more complicated. We obtain the Malkovich result, ' c(x, t) = c"{x, t), when K= 0, as expected. When Kx 0, we obtain humped concentration profiles as shown in Fig. 2 . In this figure we have used vaalues of the parameters typical of those obtained for humped concentration profiles for the diffusion of Zn in Pb at 300 'C: D = V. 8 x 10 ' cm'/sec, c, = 2.6 x 10-', So/a=1000, K=4.0 sec '.
In the limit of long times, t » to, we can approximately invert E(l. (20), snd using the Gaussian approximation to c"(x,t) appropriate in this limit, we
When t -t, » Y, we can show that g(x, t -t,) = c"(x,t) +0((&/t)'/'). 
